"Praise to Allah and peace be upon his apostle, his family and his fellowmen"

Thesis title: ( Sultan rulings ) composed by Alaqdhi Abi Yali Alfaraa Muhammed Ibn Al-Hussein al-Hanbali ( died in 458H. ) from the chapter entitled, " The acting leader of Haj season " to the chapter entitled, " the governor's control of people's public utilities and private properties " by means of examining and archiving them.

This book is one of the political Islamic legacy in the science of Islamic Politics. This is the first political book in the Hanbali Sect in Islamic poetics. The author's approach in his book stressed on mentioning the views of Hanbali sect in terms of the issues discussed in the book apart from a few ones.

When archiving this part of the book, I depended on three manuscripts:
1- The manuscript in the Public Library at Alzaheriah in Damascus.
2- The manuscript in Asaad Afandi Library in Istanbul.
3- The manuscript in the public Library in the Islamic University of Imam Muhammed Ibn Saud in Riyadh.

I made some type of comparison between these manuscripts by means of attributing the statements mentioned to the author himself explicitly implied through the context of the passage. I also illustrated the purpose of mentioning the Quran verses, I attributed the Hadith or prophet's sayings to their original tellers. I also showed the strange Hadith sayings and any other issues that need my comments.

The thesis includes the following:

First: Introduction: I deal with the importance of Islamic Politics and the reasons behind arching this book and the challenges I faced during my work in my thesis and the research plan.

Second: study section including three sub-studies as follows:
1- The first study: Identifying the age of the Author.
2- The second study: identifying the author.
3- The third study: identifying the book entitled, " Sultan Rulings "

Third: Archiving: including the following:
1- Chapter of the ( leader of Haj season )
2- Chapter of alms or charity collectors.
3- Chapter of dividing war booty and enemy gains.
4- Chapter of taxation.
5- Chapter of the various domestic issues rulings.
6- Reclaiming and reconstructing a deserted land ruling.

Fourth: Bibliography.

"Peace be upon our prophet Muhammad, his family and his fellowmen".
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